
 
REPORT ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND YOUTH GROUPS IN RESPECTIVE OF THEIR PERCEIVED 

NEEDS AND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
Happy Children Tanzania is keeping on conducting a quick needs assessment of women and youth               
groups in 8 regions of Tanzania with perspective of documenting their progress and identifying their               
needs. These groups have been doing great job for supporting their families especially children but               
they face some constraints which need external support. We are working together to ensure that               
their voices are held. We encourage people, organisation all over the world to help these groups.                
Today we represent to you other groups here is their stories .Read their stories: 

ZANZIBAR CLOVES FARMERS GROUP 
TUZIDISHE JUHUDI GROUP 

Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging. 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 



 

 TUZIDISHE JUHUDI-GROUP Mjimbini 

 

 

 TUZIDISHE JUHUDI GROUP-Mjimbini 

 

 KWA PAMOJA GROUP  
Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 



Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 KWA PAMOJA GROUP-Mkungu -Ngwachani 

 

 

BAADA YA DHIKI FARAJA GROUP –Ngwachani 



Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 
 

 

 BAADA YA DHIKI FARAJA GROUP -Ngwachani 

 

 

 

 

 MATALE GROUP 



Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 
 

 

 

 MATALE GROUP-They need £2857 to overcome there challenges in clove 

agriculture 

 

 



UKOMBOZI GROUP 

Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 

 

UKOMBOZI GROUP- Chonga 

 

TANGAANI SPICES GROUP 

Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
 
 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 



ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TANGAANI SPICES GROUP- Ngwachani 

 

ZINDUKA CO.OP GROUP- Wingwi Mapofu 



Is a registered group dealing with clove located at Pemba,they do this activities in order to 
generete income and manage to live with their family.In implementing their activities they 
have the following challenges: 
Challenges: 
In general the main challenge to this  group of clove they lack water for irrigation in order to 
solve this challenge they need to ; 
1)Water pump 
ii)SIMTANK 5000LTR 
III)Pipes for pulling water 
iv)Pipes  for  water irrigation 
v)Instrument for water fittings 
vi)Polythyn 
vii)Barrows 
viii)canes 
ix)Well drilling 
x)Labour charge 
xi)Instrument for digging 
The total cost of the intruments and process to overcome challenges is £2857 
 

 

ZINDUKA GROUP-They need £2857 to overcome their challenges they face 

 

 
TOMATO FARMERS IN ZANZIBAR 
The challenges facing tomato and hoho famers in Zanzibar are the same, the following are               
those groups with their challenges and amount they need to overcome. 
 
Home garden group 
 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
 



Challenges: 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
Iii) Filter 
iv) Drips 
V) Installation 
The total amount needed is £2000 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
HOME GARDEN GROUP MEMBERS AT THEIR FARM 
 
 
 TUUNGANE GROUP 
 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
Challenges: 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
Iii)Filter 
iv) Drips 
v)Installation 
The total amount needed is £2000 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 JUHUDI YOUTH GROUP (ZANZIBAR) 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
Challenges 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
Iii) Filter 
iv) Drips 
V) Installation 
The total amount needed is £2000 
 
 



 
JUHUDI GROUP FROM ZANZIBAR 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 MUUNGANO 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
Challenges: 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
iii)Filter 
iv) Drips 
V) Installation 



The total amount needed is £2000 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
TWENDE SOTE GROUP 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
Challenges: 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
iii)Filter 
iv) Drips 
v)Installation 



The total amount needed is £2000 
 
 

 
SOME GROUP MEMBERS AT THEIR FARM 
 
 TUNAMATUMAINI GROUP 
This group found at Zanzibar they are tomato farmers, in implementing their activities they face the 
following challenges whereby they need help in order to overcome and increase benefit in their 
activities. 
Challenges: 
i)Well drilling in order to facilitate irrigation 
ii) Machine for irrigation 
iii) Filter 
iv) Drips 
v)Installation 
The total amount needed is £2000 



 
TUNAMATUMAINI GROUP MEMBERS AT THERE FARM –THEY NEED £2000 
NURU WOMEN GROUP  
Is a registered group located at Msigani Ubungo district ,they come together in order to establish a 
small business which will help them in fighting against poverty, they are a group of 15 women they 
have a small business of selling crops like maize, beans  from village and selling them. But they have 
challenges which block them in developing and grow their business, those challenges are lack of 
enough capital to buy many crops and also transport expenses  some time they find difficult to 
afford so they need  help of £1500 so that to improve their business. 
NURU GROUP MEMBERS THEY NEED £1500 TO OVERCOME THEIR CHALLENGES 

 
 RAHA CAFE GROUP 
The group was established in 2018 with 8 members but it has now 10 members, it is                 
registered. The main activity is, cooking cakes, food and catering services. The major             
achievements they success to get a small capital for their activities of selling food. The group                



need to have more capital to expand their business and have their own place for selling food                 
because for now they just rent a place which lead to reduce their benefits, and also they                 
plan to expand their business by increase the capital because they have a lot of customers                
but they are not afford to provide effective service, They need support of £ 3,500 

 
RAHA CAFÉ GROUP MEMBERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MBEYA REGION 
 KIMAU GROUP 
KIMAU group established in 2016, the aim of establishing this group is for environment restoring, 
sunflower agriculture, providing environment education to people, planting trees for business, 
keeping bees for honey business. 
Challenges facing the group 
i)Machine for making honey 
ii)Tractor for cultivating 
iii) Trailer 
iv)Rotavator 
v)Harrow 
vi) Beehives 
The total cost for solving those challenges facing this group is £38,285 



 
KIMAU MEMBERS  
 
 
 
 


